
THREESOMES  TWO|FOUR|TWO  

The exhibition THREESOMES negotiates the interpersonal relationships of the two members of the 242 art group with the people they 
associate with. 242 are now entering into a new perspective with their art, where unlike the past where it was all concentrated in the 
«self» and self portraiture, it now moves to include other people in a photographic collage consisting of pieces of faces from three
different persons. While at first glimpse, these photographic portraits refer to museum portraits, after a continuous and more 
intense examination they come across as a puzzle, a game where three different persons make up a new portrait which 
although familiar it carries a new identity. The dynamism of these portraits comes not so much from the portraits themselves 
but by the process which 242 have followed in selecting and associating with the persons of their immediate social sphere. The 
portraits are the result of a long process of interpersonal relationships which try to analyze and outline human relationships which 
consciously or unconsciously have formed the cultural, social, geographical, professional and personal behaviour of the two 
members of the 242 art group. The exhibition THREESOMES was presented at Argo Gallery between  09.01.09 and 24.01.09.

“The TWO|FOUR|TWO art collective embarked on a voyage of collaboration under the umbrella of the group. 

Deriving from different backgrounds; a visual artist and an architect - both parts explore their common experience to produce a 

visual base on which they can communicate, between themselves and with the viewers. The TWO|FOUR|TWO art 

group was formed on 21 August 1996 in Nicosia, Cyprus by Costas Mantzalos and Constantinos Kounnis. Since 1996 

the TWO|FOUR|TWO art group has exhibited in Athens, Amsterdam, Dortmund, Erlangen, Melbourne, Nicosia, and 

participated in various exhibitions and events in Athens, Berlin, Frankfurt, Naples, New Delhi, Paris and Thessaloniki. For 

further information please contact the TWO|FOUR|TWO Art Group at info@twofourtwo.com or visit www.twofourtwo.com




